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Structural priming in production through ‘

‘silence’



→ Broad research question: Does natural language contain 
covert (=not pronounced) syntactic structure? 

→ Grammatical argumentation proposes the answer is yes: 
Verb phrase ellipsis, sluicing, traces of A’-movement, and others 
are thought to be potential examples.

→ Narrow research questions: Does verb phrase ellipsis (VPE) 
create any behavioral consequences consistent with 
unpronounced syntactic structure?

😌 Xiang et al test this using syntactic priming. 

 



Verb phrase ellipsis

→ ‘Structural’ accounts: The ellipsis site contains syntactic 
structure. 

→ Evidence: Case-matching effects, connectivity effects, 
agreement effects 



Verb phrase ellipsis

→ ‘Non-structural’ accounts: The ellipsis site does not contain 
any unpronounced syntactic material.



Syntactic priming: 

→ Speakers tend to ‘reuse’ the structure of sentences they have 
recently heard:

“The doctor gave 
the patient a shot.”

Prime Target

P(“Grandpa read the child a book”) ⇪



Syntactic priming: 

→ Could reflect: transient activation of syntactic structures in 
memory, implicit learning of Pr(structure), conversational 
alignment.

“The doctor gave 
the patient a shot.”

Prime Target

P(“Grandpa read the child a book”) ⇪



Core logic of the Xiang et al study: 

→ If there is syntactic structure present in the ellipsis site (cf. 
Structural accounts of VPE), then it should participate in 
syntactic priming. Speakers should tend to reuse the form of 
material used in an ellipsis site. 

→ If there is no syntactic structure present in the ellipsis site (cf. 
Non-structural accounts of VPE), then it should not.

→ Empirical question: Does the material in a VPE site create 
syntactic priming above and beyond relevant control 
conditions? 



Experiment 1:



Experiment 1:
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First Ralph sang a 
song to Sheila, and 
then Marcus did.
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Please, repeat.
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Please describe this image.



Experiment 1: 

→ Data: Coded as ‘target’ if it contained an instance of either 
double object or prepositional dative structure describing image 
(67% of productions). Coded as non-target otherwise.

→ Target data recoded as a binomial variable: 
1 = NP PP, e.g. “The man is reading a book to the child.”
0 = NP NP, e.g. “The man is reading the child a book.”

→ Statistical question: Does Pr(NP PP) change as a function of 
prime type?



→ Evidence for priming in full structure and ellipsis conditions, but no 
evidence in neutral conditions. 



Experiment 2:



Experiment 3:
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Experiment 3:
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Experiment 3:



Experiment 4:
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then Marcus did.
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Please describe this image.

READ



Experiment 4:



Discussion: 

→ Qualified support for hypotheses: VPE did sometimes create priming 
above and beyond NCA and Neutral controls. VPE always patterned 
with full structure baselines.   

→ However, pattern of findings was inconsistent across studies, perhaps 
due to working memory demands introduced by task, complexity 
differences in stimuli across experiments, or just plain random chance.  

→ Thoughts on paradigm? Conclusions?



Replication: 

→ Replication is trying to obtain the same pattern of results as a 
previous study. Important avenue for validating empirical claims; A 
single study alone cannot establish a solid empirical fact!

→ Direct replication is trying to follow the exact ‘recipe’ the previous 
experimenters used. Same stimuli, same experimental protocol, same 
data analysis procedures. Ideally, we would achieve similar results to the 
original study.

→ Conceptual replication is trying to test the same statistical 
hypotheses, but allowing for changes to protocol that should (in theory) 
not impact our ability to test these hypotheses: Different stimuli, 
different task parameters, maybe even different measurements. Ideally, 
we would reach the same statistical / scientific conclusions with 
converging evidence.



Homework: 

→ Complete the PCIbex tutorial: 
https://www.pcibex.net/wiki/00-overview/   

→ Create a sample PCIbex experiment of your own that minimally:
i)  Creates a single trial type (can do anything you like)/
ii) Uses a ‘Table’ to present multiple different versions of this trial. 


